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Abstract

This report gives an overview of some of the protocol and networking design issues that
have been addressed in Flamingo, a major ongoing project which investigates the use of
WDM optical technology in local access networks. Quality of service delivery and
wavelength assignment are focused on in this report. A brief introduction to optical
networks and WDM as well as a brief description of Flamingo are also included in this
report.
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1 Introduction
The coming decade will see a large increase in the demands placed on communication
network infrastructures. The changes will not only be of a quantitative nature but also of a
qualitative nature. The quantitative growth is already visible today and will become
dramatic with the introduction of new users and heavy applications (e.g., high quality
video). The quality and diversity of the communication services to be delivered by future
networks will also evolve dramatically. As an example, telemedicine will require a much
higher reliability and quality of communication than video telephony or interactive
television.

Networks based on present day electronic technologies, including Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), will have difficulties meeting these future requirements. The main problem
is that these networks were designed (i.e., optimized) to deal with bandwidth shortage, at
the cost of high latencies and complexity. As a consequence, the more they are enhanced,
the more complex they get. Furthermore, there are serious doubts about how much more
improvements the electronic technology can offer to networking.

All-optical networks (AONs), in particular those employing Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM), have the potential of meeting the users needs and at a lower cost.
                                                       
1 Ph.D. student funded by STW.
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WDM networks make it possible by exploiting the tremendous capacity of actual optical
fibers (potentially of a few tens of Tbps).

Network protocols play a fundamental role in WDM networks. In conventional
(electronic-based) networks, processing speed is faster than the transmission speed. In
AONs, transmission speed is much faster than the processing speed. Therefore, if the
potential of WDM networks is to be exploited, then new, simple, latency-optimized
network protocols, at the cost of non-optimal bandwidth utilization, must be designed.

The design of novel and creative protocol concepts and mechanisms that exploit the
characteristics of WDM AONs (e.g. low bit error rate, high-capacity) and provide the
network with appropriate quality of service delivery, high-performance, low latency and
robustness is the main goal of this work. These concepts and mechanisms will be designed
to be as generic as possible and, at the same time, support the current and recently
proposed Internet services (e.g., integrated services). The main reason for supporting
Internet services instead ATM, for instance, is that by all indications not only other data
networks but also phone, radio, and television networks will converge to the Internet.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section introduces optical networks in general
and WDM in particular. Section 3 gives an overview of Flamingo, the project this work is
part of. A description of this work is given in section 4. QoS provisioning is approached in
section 5. Section 6 deals with wavelength assignment. Section 7 considers the support of
multicast. In Section 8, performance issues are discussed. Section 9 concludes this report
with some final remarks.

2 All-optical networks and WDM
AONs [Laga98, Mest95], also called single-hop networks, form a class of networks where
optical technology plays the major role in network functionality. No electronic processing
is performed within the network. Electro-optical conversions occur only at the borders of
the network. Besides no delay, AONs also provide transparency in the sense that they are
not aware of structure of data, and carry diverse protocols and bit coding structures.

In order to fully exploit the potential of these networks, extensive research on optical
multiple access techniques has been carried out around the world in the past few years
[Mest95]. Amongst them, increasing audience has been given to Wavelength Division
Multiplexing (WDM) [Mukh92a, Mukh92b], a technique which exploits the colors of the
light (see Figure 1). WDM effectively uses the enormous optical fiber bandwidth
(potentially of a few tens of Tbps) by assigning independent, distinct, high-capacity
channels (wavelengths) to accessing nodes and enabling data to be transmitted on these
channels simultaneously on the same fiber.
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Figure 1 – Wavelength division multiplexing

In WDM networks, a connection is setup by establishing a lightpath (i.e., an all-optical
path) from the source node to the destination node. Unless wavelength conversion2 is
used, a lightpath is only possible if the same wavelength is available along the route.
Lightpaths on a fiber link must also be on different wavelength channels to prevent the
interference of the optical signals.

WDM networks can be classified in two classes: broadcast-and-select and wavelength-
routed. In broadcast-and-select networks, all input signals are combined and broadcast to
all outputs. Each destination then selects the signals intended for it. Different possibilities
exist depending on whether transmitters, receivers, or both are tunable.

In wavelength routing networks, at each intermediate node between the end nodes light
coming in on one port at a given wavelength gets routed out of one and only one port by a
wavelength router component. As in broadcast-and-select networks, transmitters and
receivers must also be tuned in order to communicate and several possibilities exist
depending on where tunability is placed in the end nodes. Wavelength routers must have
their in-out ports adjusted as well.

The main advantages of wavelength routing upon broadcast-and-select networks are: no
power splitting loss, wavelength reuse and, hence, scalability, dynamic reconfiguration to
coupe with unbalanced traffic, and fault tolerance. On the other hand, the main advantages
of broadcast-and-select upon wavelength routing networks are: simplicity, low cost, and
natural support to broadcast and multicast. The decision for one or another architecture
must be based on the network needs and technological limitations.

Broadcast and select architecture has typically been deployed in LANs and small
Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs), while wavelength routing architecture has typically
been deployed in medium-large MANs and Wide Area Networks (WANs). As its cost
goes down, however, wavelength routing architecture is likely to be deployed in smaller
networks as well because of its powerful features. Players in the WDM market are Lucent,
Ciena, Bellcore, Pirelli, Ntt Japan and others.

                                                       
2 Technique which allows signals on a given wavelength to be changed onto another wavelength.
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3 Project Flamingo
A multidisciplinary joint research project involving a few institutes and universities, and
leaded by CTIT, has been recently started in the Netherlands in order to investigate WDM
AONs closer. The major goals of this project, which is called Flamingo3 – Flexible
multiwavelength optical local access network supporting multimedia broadband services
[Flam98], are: 1) to gain knowledge on optical networking technology; 2) to investigate
and devise novel and creative concepts which are (more) suitable for such a technology; 3)
and to study how integrated services can be supported in WDM AONs.

The project exploits the synergy from three disciplines:

1. device technology: design and realization of key system components to access and
reuse optical channels;

2. physical layer techniques: to investigate physical network topologies and their
implementation, and to optimally use and match the capabilities of optical device
technology and protocol techniques;

3. protocol and networking design: to devise protocol mechanisms to effectively
exploit the abundant bandwidth of the multiwavelength networks for the delivery of a
diversity of broadband communication services.

From the perspective of the traditional layered network models, the scope of this work
ranges from the physical layer to the network layer (see Figure 2).
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The physical layer is concerned with transmitting raw bits over a communication channel.
Disciplines 1 and 2 are related to this layer. Discipline 3 is related to both data link layer
and network layer.  The main task of the data link layer is to take a raw transmission
facility and transform it into a line that appears free of undetected error to the network
layer. The network layer is concerned with getting packet from the source all the way to
the destination.

Particularly to discipline 3, it is important to know which kind of services are to be
supported. Earlier projects addressed the support to the ATM services. However, ATM is
more than just services, it is a complete electronic technology, which introduces
bottlenecks into the network. In addition, it is widely recognized today that ATM services
are too complex and demand excessive processing time.

In this project, the decision was made for the Internet services. Internet services are
simple, flexible, and independent of any technological domain. Besides, by all indications,
not only different data networks (e.g., business), but also phone, radio, and television
networks are converging to the Internet.

The project addresses the design of a novel multiwavelength local access network, such as
a campus backbone, interconnecting departmental Local Area Networks (LANs) and
connected to a core network (see Figure 3). Aspects that will guide the design of the
network include: scalability, robustness, high-performance, quality of service delivery and
support to multicast communications.
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Figure 3 - Network of the project

The network will be based on 4 wavelengths and will consist of a number of 4 x 4
wavelength routers connected in an arbitrary physical topology. Each department will be
connected to a wavelength router through its own (electronic) router/switch, such that
departments’ communication infrastructure and autonomy are maintained. Figure 4
illustrates this configuration.
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Figure 4 – Local access network; X represents a switching/routing backbone node (BN),
DN represents a switching/routing departmental node, and U represents an end user

Wavelength converters will be used for connecting the backbone to the core network and,
possibly, to the departmental nodes. Connection between the backbone and the core
network may be accomplished by a specific (common) gateway, either internal or external
to the backbone, or one of the backbone nodes acting also as a gateway. Wavelength
converters may also be added to a number of nodes in order to make the blocking
probability of the network lower.

Due to the fast tunability speed required for packet switching, the network will be circuit-
switched. Like in traditional (virtual) circuit switching, a complete end-to-end (electronic)
path (i.e., a VC-virtual channel) between end users is established for the duration of the
connection. Lightpaths are established only between backbone end nodes (see Figure 4).
Because of the characteristics of the network (e.g., traffic aggregation), lightpaths will be
semi-permanents and established according to the aggregated traffic demand on the
backbone nodes (rather than on an end user connection call basis) or management
operations (e.g. dynamic reconfiguration).

Control and management information (e.g. connection setup) will be transmitted over the
network through out-of-band signaling, either on a particular wavelength or any other
specific medium (e.g. coax). In both cases, some mechanism to allow the efficient sharing
of the channel by all the backbone nodes will be needed (e.g., token, TDM-Time Division
Multiplexing).

4 Protocol and networking design
The allocation of multiple channels among a multiplicity of multimedia users, asking for a
range of services with widely varying characteristics, guarantees and data rates, involves
new challenging network management and control issues. The most important ones, which
will be addressed in this project, are the design of:
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• A management and control architecture in order to provide a framework for the
various control and management functions. Examples of such functions are: call
acceptance control (CAC), resource management, routing of virtual connections,
wavelength allocation/de-allocation, wavelength routing, dynamic reconfiguration,
network restoration, and performance management.

• High-level control mechanisms that address the needs expressed by users wanting to
set up a communication session (e.g., multimedia multiparty call), interpret them and
translate them into requirements for the network resources needed to support the
session.

• Low-level control mechanisms that address that allocation of specific resources (e.g.,
bandwidth on a wavelength, buffer), the maintenance of the session in the presence of
faults and potential congestion, and the sharing of resources among various sessions.

• Wavelength assignment strategies that allow the network configuration, which may be
composed of many arbitrary virtual network topologies, to be dynamically
reconfigured. Besides wavelength reallocation in case of faults, the logical topology of
the network can be controlled to dynamically adapt to the actual traffic demands and
communication patterns.

Optical networking is a recent area and has much to evolve yet until to gain maturity.
Similarly, the Internet services are subject to a number of changes as different networks
converge to the Internet. Therefore, it is fundamental that the architecture, mechanisms
and strategies mentioned above be simple, generic, flexible and scalable to accommodating
upgrades.

The main reasons for the Internet Protocol (IP)’s tremendous success are its flexibility and
simplicity [Star98]. In order to preserve such characteristics and enable the network to
interoperate with other IP-based networks, the design of new services or protocols at the
network layer is not the concern of this work. On the contrary, this work will be much that
of playing with actual Internet solutions in order to support the characteristics of the
network, which will be a kind of (all-optical) IP switching. IP switching is described in
[Newm97].

Unlike the network layer, the data link layer, called optical layer in the optical networking
terminology, will be completely designed to exploit the characteristics of WDM while still
providing the same interface to the IP layer.

Before dealing with protocol issues it is useful to understand how the network will work,
how it will react to users actions. The following scenario is a generic one but applies to
our network. An end user wants to transmit data to another end user.  The end user then
requests for a connection call specifying the QoS it desires from the network. Upon
receiving it, the network: 1) lookup a route that is likely to give the user the QoS he
wants; 2) tries to reserve resources along the chosen route in order to be able to meet the
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user’s QoS; 3) setups the connection. Once the connection is established, the end user can
start sending data.

From this scenario, the following high-level aspects can be concluded:

• Users must be able to specify their needs;
• The network must be able to take users needs (QoS parameters) into account during

route calculation;
• The network must be able to dynamically reserve resources in advance;
• The network must be able to take proper delivery actions for differentiate services.

These issues are discussed in more detail in the next sections.

5 QoS in the Internet
In the universe of the Internet, the number of applications, each requiring different services
from the network, users and different degrees of tolerance of these users to these
applications are enormous. Giving the applications total freedom to specify the QoS
parameters they want from the network is impracticable. Following the same reasoning,
giving the networks freedom to define which and how QoS parameters are interpreted is
unrealistic. Some form of standardization is needed.

5.1 Integrated Services
An Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) group has initiated several efforts in order to
extend the Internet architecture and protocols to provide Integrated Services (IS)
[Brad94], i.e., to support real-time as well as current non-real-time service of IP.

Two sorts of services targeted to real-time traffic were included:

• Guaranteed service [Shen97b]: provides firm (mathematically provable) bounds on
end-to-end datagram queueing delays; this service is intended for applications that are
intolerant to delays and packet loss beyond the committed by the network;

• Controlled-load service [Wroc97a]: provides the client data flow with a quality of
service closely approximating the QoS that same flow would receive from an unloaded
network element; this service was created for a certain class of applications which
have a real-time character, but, despite the ability to adapt somewhat to network
conditions, tend to perform badly on loaded networks.

These services together with the actual Best-effort (BE) service, which offers no
guarantees at all, are expected to describe the service requirements of current and future
applications (see Figure 5). Each service, parameters and metrics [Wroc97b, Shen97a]
were defined such that users be able to tell the network what they want in an
understandable way.
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Figure 5 –Application Taxonomy in terms of data distribution and time constraints [Star98]

These are the services that will have to be supported by our network. By supported it is
meant the ability of the network to understand the users requirements, and, if capable, to
meet them.

5.2 QoS-based routing
Routing deployed in today’s Internet is focused on connectivity (e.g., number of hops) and
typically supports only BE service. In order to support traffic using integrated services
classes of services, and improve both the services received by users and the overall
network efficiency, QoS parameters must be taken into account during route calculation.

QoS-based routing is the process of selecting the path to be used by the packets of a flow
based on some knowledge of resource availability in the network as well as the QoS
requirement of the flow. A framework for QoS-based routing in the Internet [Craw98] is
defined by IETF. In the context of Flamingo, the current Internet routing paradigm must
be extended in the following basic ways:

• Calculate multiple paths between node pairs; some of these new classes of service will
require the distribution of additional routing metrics (e.g., delay, and available
bandwidth);

• Support alternate routing such that if the best existing path cannot admit a new flow,
an another adequate alternate path can be used.

Examples of routing algorithms that include these actions and others are [Ma98, Zhan97,
Zap97].
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Wavelength also influences routing since its unavailability along a chosen path results in
denial of the connection (unless wavelength conversion is used). Section 6 deals with
wavelength assignment.

Note that QoS-based routing does not provide any guarantees; it only allows the
determination of a path that has a good chance of accommodating the requested QoS. To
that end, resources need to be reserved.

5.3 Resource reservation
The following step in providing users with the QoS they required is to verify whether the
network has sufficient available resources, i.e., whether the nodes along the chosen route
have sufficient available resources. Such a task claims for a signaling protocol to deliver
the QoS request to each node along the path and maintain router and host states to
provide the requested service.

The following properties must be supported by the resource reservation mechanism (in
addition to be integrated service complaint):

• Group communication: television, radio transmissions as well other multimedia
applications depend on multicast capabilities in order to not consume much resources;

• Heterogeneity: different hosts on the same multicast delivery tree may have different
capabilities and, therefore, need different QoS;

• Robustness: the network is subject to failures as well as changes in the logical
topology to coupe with potential of congestion; this involves the detection of such
changes on time as well as the rearranging of all the allocated resources with a
minimum impact to users;

• Dynamic changing: end users may have capabilities added to their systems and, so,
decide for another QoS without restarting all the process again;

• Leaf-initiated join: end user may be able to join or leave a group communication
dynamically.

A resource reservation protocol which provides these capabilities (and others) is defined in
the IS architecture. This protocol is called Resource ReSerVation Protocol (RSVP)
[Brad97]. RSVP is a receiver-oriented signaling protocol for simplex reservations (i.e., it
requests resources in only one direction). Different reservation styles are possible
involving heterogeneous receivers in a multicast session.

Figure 6 illustrates how RSVP works. A PATH message carries the sender traffic
specification through the network, visiting each node along the selected route, to the
receiver (i.e. downstream). At each node, a reverse routing state is installed, and
information about available resources (e.g., buffers, bandwidth) and delay are collected
such that the receiver can make appropriate reservation request. If the receiver agrees on
the request, and the route is likely to have sufficient available resources, then the receiver
replies with a RESV message attempting to make a reservation. Note that multicast
reservations are merged at traffic replication points on their way upstream.
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Figure 6 – RSVP

For the purpose of robustness, reservations are “soft” and need to be refreshed
periodically by the receiver.

Note that WDM networks add a new parameter to resource management: wavelength.
This means that some coordination among wavelength, buffers, bandwidth and related
information will need to be done.

5.4 Traffic control mechanisms
In order to make a reservation at a node, RSVP calls two local decision procedures:
policy control and admission control.

5.4.1 Policy and admission control
Policy control determines whether the user has administrative permission to make the
reservation. Admission control determines whether the node has sufficient available
resources to supply the requested QoS.

A recent proposal for admission control that may prove effective in using bandwidth is to
program the router to measure the actual usage by existing packet flows, and to use this
information as a basis of admitting new flows [Jcsz92]. However, this approach takes
much processing time and is subject to higher risk of overload.

Another approach is to remember the service parameters of the active connections, and
make a computation based on the worst-case bounds on each service. While this approach
does not provide efficient bandwidth utilization, it is simple and requires little processing.
Since protocols for AONs must be designed for speed at the cost of poor bandwidth
utilization, this approach sounds interesting in Flamingo.
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Once the connection is established the user is able to start transmitting data. The network
must then create appropriate QoS for each flow, in accordance with the commitment made
with the user. The router functions that make it possible are: packet scheduling and
classification.

5.4.2 Packet scheduling
Packet scheduling is the process which manages the forwarding of different packet flows
using a set of queues and perhaps other mechanisms like timers (see Figure 7). The packet
scheduler is implemented in the link layer protocol and the details of its implementation
depend on the transmission technology. For instance, if only WDM is used, one set of
queues per wavelength may be adopted for better performance. If other multiplexing
domain is nested in WDM, then only one set of queues may be more appropriate (because
packets can be forwarded indiscriminately to any wavelength).

Figure 7 – Scheduling

In today’s Internet, packets are typically scheduled using a strict first-in first-out (FIFO)
queueing discipline. For integrated services, other disciplines are required.

Perhaps the simplest approach is a scheme in which packets are ordered by priority.
However, if there are enough of higher priority packets, the lower priority class can be
completely prevented from being sent.

An alternative scheduling scheme is round-robin or some variant, which gives different
classes of packets access to a share of the link. An algorithm called Weighted Far
Queueing (WFQ) that approximates to the fluid model, the model which guaranteed
service is based on, has been demonstrated to allocate the total bandwidth of a link into
specified shares [Pare92].

In [Clar92] WFQ is used to separate guaranteed flows from each other, as well as from
the rest of the traffic. A separate guarantee for each and every guaranteed flow is
provided. Controlled-load and BE traffic are separated by priority. Within each controlled-
load class, a further priority is used to provide sub-classes with different delay bounds.
Inside each sub-class, either controlled-load or best effort, simple FIFO queueing is used
to mix the traffic.

The scheduling process is based on two other functions:
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• Policing: is a packet-by-packet function at the edge of the network that ensures that a
host does not violate its promised traffic characteristics;

• Dropping: is the function that determines whether a packet must or must not be
discarded when buffers are full; the uncontrolled dropping of packets may cause
undesired behavior. For instance, dropping a Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) packet
is taken by TCP as a signal of congestion and causes it to reduce its load on the
network. In the context of real-time services, dropping a packet contribute to the
success of many others. The issue is to determine when the service objective is in
danger of being violated.

5.4.3 Classification
The above discussion of scheduling presumes that packets have been classified into some
flow that should be treated in a specified way. Classification is the function that maps each
packet into some class (for the purpose of traffic control and accounting), such that
packets in the same class get the same treatment from the packet scheduler (see Figure 8).

Today a router looks at the destination address and selects a route. For integrated
services, the classifier will look at more fields in the packet (e.g., source address, protocol
ID, and port number). The drawbacks of this approach are complexity and processing
overhead. Also, there is a concern about which and how packet fields will be accessible
with the introduction of IP secure [Atki98].

Figure 8 – Packet classification

In the case of Flamingo, this overhead will occur only at the end nodes (unless
multihopping is used; see section 6.5). Each incoming packet at the ingress node will be
assigned the virtual connection identifier (VCI) it is related to. At the egress node the
packet will be classified based on the assigned VCI.

Note that the classification overhead can be reduced if packets are labeled at the source
nodes (e.g., using the “Flow Label” field of IPv6 packets header [Deer98a]). In this way,
overhead as experienced in conventional IP routers would occur only at the classification
of the first packet of a flow (because RSVP-enabled routers have no knowledge of the
flows identifiers a priori): the remaining packets would be directly classified according to
their flow label.

Nevertheless, hosts are not required to label their packets [Deer98a]. Also, not all packets
belong to a flow (e.g., BE packets). Thus, a matching process can be adopted that starts
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looking for flows label and, if the label is not set (i.e., set to zero), then searches for the
fields mentioned above.

Figure 9 shows how this framework fits into an IP router (and a host as well) that has
been extended to provide integrated services.

Figure 9 – Integrated Services framework

A host uses RSVP to request a specific QoS from the network on behalf of an application
data flow. At each node along the calculated route, RSVP attempts to make a resource
reservation for the flow by checking with the admission and policy control modules. If
they give the “OK”, then the appropriate changes are made to the classifier and packet
schedule modules to implement the desired QoS. The classifier and packet scheduler may
also have their parameters set up by network management operations.

5.5 Link sharing
The ability to control the sharing of bandwidth on a particular link among different
administrative traffic classes is also an important issue for a next generation of traffic
management in the Internet. Examples of sharing are between companies (VPN-Virtual
Private Networks), protocols, and services (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Link sharing illustration

Link sharing policies are defined via administrative operations and enforced by the traffic
control component described earlier.

Specific policies that take wavelength into account will need to be defined. For instance,
such policies may lead to the reservation of an entire wavelength (e.g., allocating a specific
wavelength for BE services) or part of it.
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6 Wavelength assignment
The limited number of wavelengths, the need for a common wavelength to be available on
all the segments of a path, and the fact that one wavelength must not be shared by two
paths that have a link in common, make blocking probabilities in wavelength-routed
networks higher than in traditional circuit switching [Birm95].

Therefore, it is unlikely that a lightpath can be established between every desired pair of
access nodes. Wavelength converters can be used to reduce the network to a circuit-
switched network in terms of blocking probabilities. Nevertheless, wavelength converters
add substantially to both the cost and complexity of the network.

The problem of optimally routing and assigning wavelengths to a given set of connection
requests onto a given physical topology is known as Routing and Wavelength Assignment
(RWA), and is NP-complete. The reason for considering routing and wavelength
assignment simultaneously is performance.

Several approaches have recently been proposed for the RWA problem, namely, analytical
methods, integer linear program (ILP) formulations, efficient near-optimal heuristics
algorithms, and computational methods. Yoo and Banerjee in [Yoo97] provide an
extensive survey on the approaches to solving RWA problems.

From the point of view of the physical layer, blocking probabilities can be made lower
(without completely reconfiguring the physical layer) by adding wavelength converters to
a few (to reduce cost) backbone nodes. The benefits of using limited wavelength
conversion are discussed in [Rama98].

6.1 Nesting of another multiplexing domain
Nesting another optical-based multiplexing domain in WDM, such as Time Division
Multiplexing (TDM) or Code Division Multiplexing (CDM), is another alternative. In such
an approach a wavelength is shared by the backbone nodes and, hence, there is not
blocking (unless the bandwidth is exhausted). In addition, wavelength bandwidth is
utilized more efficiently.

Many projects have been shown that make use of another multiplexing domain nested in
WDM. All of them, however, are based on electronic technology, which results in
transparency loss and an electronic bottleneck in high-speed networks. The reason behind
this choice is that the technology for building optical buffers and memories, which are
required for optical processing, is still not well understood.

Investigations on CDM and TDM in the optical domain began recently [Mest95]. A few
architectures and testbeds on hybrid WDM with OCDM or OTDM networks have been
proposed (see ACTS Horizon project4).

                                                       
4 URL: http://www.intec.rug.ac.be/horizon/projects.htm
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The discussion on whether to use another multiplexing domain nested in WDM has often
come up in the project meetings. The gains in terms of efficiency are recognized. The
question is about its feasibility. Employing a conventional electronic multiplexing domain
is not desired because this would introduce electronic bottlenecks into the network.
Designing an optical multiplexing scheme is basically impossible because the project
budget and time are not enough for that.

The issue so is whether nesting an electronic multiplexing domain in WDM worth the cost.
One group says that today’s traffic flowing among departments in campus networks is in
general of a few Mbps, sometimes of a few tens of Mbps5 and, so, giving 1Gbps pipes to a
given department does not make sense, specially if blocking probabilities are not low. The
other group, argues that 1Gbps pipes might become perfectly exhausted in the future6 and
blocking probabilities can be made lower somehow (e.g., traffic aggregation; see section
6.2).

6.2 Traffic aggregation
From the point of view of network administration, one way to minimize blocking and
provide better wavelength capacity utilization, without incurring electronic bottlenecks
into the network, is to aggregate a number of departmental nodes to a given backbone
node7. By doing this the number of backbone nodes and the competition for wavelengths
are reduced. Consequently, the number of required optical devices is reduced and the
network cost is decreased.

Figures 11a and 11b illustrate how that happens. For the sake of simplicity the network
will consist of two wavelengths only and the ring will be unidirectional. In both cases
some data has to be sent from departmental node DN4 to DN2. However, in Figure 11a
there is not wavelength available for DN4 and so it is prevented from transmitting.

                                                       
5 According to Richard Bults, the CTIT/ANTC manager, it is estimated that about 50% of a 10Mbps
PVC-Permanent Virtual Channel linking the INFnet to the UTnet, i.e. to other departments and to the
SURFnet, is being used.
6 In fact, Flamingo is thought for five to ten years from now.
7 This can be done through dynamic reconfiguration or may imply changes in the physical topology of the
network.
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Figure 11a - Normal structuring Figure 11b - Optimized structuring

By simply connecting DN4 to the same backbone node through which DN1 is attached to
as shown in Figure 11b, the blocking situation presented in Figure 11a disappears. Note
also that there might be cases in which one user wants to send data to a user connected to
another departmental node that is attached to the same backbone node. When this happens
no backbone’s wavelength needs to be allocated.

The maximum number of departmental nodes to be attached to a given backbone node
depends on the departmental nodes traffic demands, the capacity of the backbone node,
and the number of ports it offers.

The drawback of this approach is that all departmental nodes attached to a given backbone
node will have no access to the campus network in case of failures on that node. However,
fault tolerance might be provided through redundancy.

From the network protocol perspective, two major approaches can be followed: taking
wavelength into account during routing calculation, or taking wavelength into account
during resource reservation.

6.3 Coupling of routing and wavelength assignment
Considering wavelength availability during route calculation would allow the
determination of a path that had a good chance of having a common available wavelength
on all the nodes along the chosen route. To do so, each node would need to maintain
information about wavelength availability on all the nodes of the network. Since optical
connections will be semi-permanent, exchanging such information between nodes will not
cause a considerable protocol overhead.

Whilst this approach would improve the overall network performance by speeding up the
connection setup time, it would also contradict the main characteristic of the IP layer: to
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be totally unaware and independent of the particularities of the physical layer. Thus, in
principle, this approach will not be followed in Flamingo.

6.4 Wavelength assignment and resource reservation
In principle, the candidate approach to be followed is that in which wavelength assignment
process is done during resource reservation. In fact, this approach makes sense since
wavelength is a resource. Instead of each node keeping information about wavelength
utilization of the entire network (as in the previous approach), this approach relies on the
collecting of wavelength utilization information into PATH messages (see section 5.3).

If none wavelength is available8, then the connection fails and the originating node tries
again to make resource reservation using an alternate route. In order to avoid the
reservation process to be restarted at the originating node every time a connection setup
fails, crankback could be used. Crankback is a dynamic search mechanism for alternate
paths used in ATM Private Network-to-Network Interface (PNNI) [Aubr97]. Figure 12
depicts how it works9.

Figure 12 – Crankback

Unfortunately, crankback causes two problems for resource reservation: 1) makes it more
complex and increases the time to set up a connection (because alternate routes have to be
calculated at every node the setup fails); 2) requires fundamental changes in RSVP, such
as cleaning up all the provisional flow-state (in the forwarding path) stored at the nodes
through which the lightpath will no longer pass through. Thus, in principle crankback will
not be provided.

6.5 Multihopping
If in any case a lightpath can be established from the source to the destination, instead of
refusing the connection, then the connection could be setup in such a way the information
would be transmitted but making some stops (i.e. limited store-and-forward approach).
This is analogous to what happens in commercial aviation when someone has to change
planes to reach the destination.

                                                       
8 Note that depending on the situation, this can mean an entire common, unused wavelength, or part of it.
9 In the context of ATM, reservation is sender-initiated.
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Imagine a situation now in which some data has to be sent from departmental node DN2
to DN1 via backbone nodes BN310 and BN4 (see Figure 11a). However, from BN2 to
BN4 the wavelength λ1 is available while from BN4 to BN1 the available wavelength is
λ2. By establishing a multihop path, the data could be sent from BN2 to BN4 using
wavelength λ1, stored at BN4, and then forwarded to BN1 using wavelength λ2.

If one wavelength is released somewhere along the route that make it possible to establish
a lightpath from the source to the destination then it might be allocated. This approach is
particularly interesting for best-effort transmissions. On the other hand, it might bring
some problems to real-time transmission due to delay and jitter.

7 IP Multicast
IP multicast is an efficient, standards-based solution with broad industry support [Star97].
With IP multicast, applications send one copy of the information to a group address,
reaching all recipients who want to receive it (see Figure 13).

Figure 13 – True multicast

Without multicasting, the same information must be either carried over the network
multiple times (see Figure 14), one time per each recipient, or broadcast to everyone on
the network, consuming unnecessary bandwidth and processing11.

Figure 14 – Multicast towards a number of unicast transmissions
                                                       
10 BNx corresponds to the backbone node through which DNx is attached to.
11 During testing, Toys R Us found that it took 6 hours to transfer a 1Mb file to 250 clients using the
current Internet, while the same transfer using IP multicast file transfer took 4 minutes [Star97].
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IP Multicast is particularly important for WDM networks because without it many
wavelengths are likely to be required to support a multicast session (depending on the
number of participants and the existence of another multiplexing domain nested in WDM).

Because of the wavelength constraints, supporting true IP multicast in WDM networks is
more challenging than in conventional networks (supposing wavelength conversion and
another multiplexing domain nested in WDM are not used). Specifically, providing IP
multicast flows with all-optical paths is only possible with the support to multicast by the
physical layer. This approach is under investigation in Flamingo. Otherwise, a (limited)
multihop strategy in which electro-optical conversions and buffering occur at each
intermediate node at which there is more than one destination leaf attached to (see Figure
15) is needed.

R

R

R R

RS

S

Figure 15 – Multicast sessions

One of the problems in providing multicast at the physical layer is the support to leaf
initiated join. Leaf initiated join requires switches to be able to be dynamically
reconfigured without impacting the multicast session.

A deep study on group communication [Diot96] needs to be done to determine whether
multicast at the physical layer is or is not possible.

8 Performance issues
Performance issues may be seen from two different perspectives in the network:
connection setup time, and data transfer time. Clearly, connection setup is the major
bottleneck of the network. The problem basically relies on the QoS support [Apos98] and
wavelength assignment [Birm96]. Optimization studies on the computation and
communication overheads (e.g., limiting the number of alternate routes [Rama98,
Hara97]) must be done to try to minimize this bottleneck.

During data transfer, performance may be influenced by many sources [Pink94, Tane96].
The first source, which is very related to the characteristics of the transmission medium, is
the communication service at the optical layer. Actual optical fibers are extremely reliable,
and errors are minimum. Thus, providing unreliable services to minimize protocol
processing overhead [Doer94] seems to be a good decision12. Reliability can be provided
by the upper layers. Besides, for many real-time applications, such as voice and video,
losing a few bits once in a while is acceptable and contributes to improve throughput.
                                                       
12 Attention must be paid, however, to the fact that errors that might occur in a WDM network (e.g. device
failures) as well as their frequencies are still unknown.
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Congestion is the second source of poor performance of networks. When a network is
congested, packets are lost, bandwidth is wasted, useless delays are introduced, and more.
Avoiding congestion is better than recovering from it. Special attention must be paid to
traffic bursts, one of the main causes of congestion [Inai91]. Special attention must also be
paid to the egress backbone nodes because they operate at much higher speed than
departmental nodes and the Internet and, therefore, are highly susceptible to congestion
(see figure 16) [Seme98]. Items that need to be investigated are: flow-control, traffic
shaping, policing, packet dropping, congestion detection, buffer management.

Figure 16 – Network congestion

Fragmentation also impacts network performance. Segmentation and re-assembly waste
processing time. In addition, they increase the number of context switches –each incoming
packet causes about four CPU context switches- and context switches are deadly.
Therefore, the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) parameter must be set up to be as big
as possible13 such that fragmentation rarely occur.

The fifth element that impacts on the performance of the network is packet layout. Packet
layout is an important consideration in gigabit networks. The header should contain as few
fields as possible, to reduce processing time. The maximum data size should be large, to
permit efficient operation even in the face of long delays. The larger the data block, the
smaller the fraction of the total bandwidth devoted to headers.

In principle, the packet layout to be designed will be very simple and will basically contain
a network layer PDU, a PDU identifier, and a VCI. The new IPv6 “jumbogram”
[Deer98b], which can store more than the current 64Kb, will contribute to provide a good
user data/protocol overhead ratio.

Finally, the overall performance of the network will depend also on the TCP performance
at the hosts. This discussion is out of scope of this work. Further information can be found
in [Laks94, Doer94].

                                                                                                                                                                    

13 This value may be affected by the adoption of another multiplexing scheme nested in WDM.
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9 Concluding remarks
Research on protocol design for AONs is not new. Studies and results can be found in the
literature [Bogi92, Mukh92a, Mukh92b, Siva92, Siva94]. However, most of them are
related to broadcast-and-select LANs or wavelength-routed WANs. Besides, QoS
provisioning and the new Internet integrated services are not supported at all by these
networks.

This work is at some extent (e.g., MAC-Medium Access Control sublayer) connected to
the works on the physical layer (e.g., devices, physical topology). Since there were (and
still there are) many open questions at the time this work was started, a decision for a top-
down approach was adopted. In particular, QoS provisioning has been dealt with. Other
aspects, such as routing and wavelength assignment, and performance have also been
investigated.

An IETF-based framework for supporting QoS was described. This framework requires
extra features from the network and optical layers, and needs deeper investigation (some
of the issues were discussed earlier). Figure 17 illustrates the envisaged protocol stack of
the network and which aspects each layer will deal with.
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Data Link

Medium Access
Control (MAC)

• Routing
• Admission control
• Resource management
• Connection management

• Fiber assignment
• Wavelength assignment
• Time slot | code | others assignment

• Connection setup/tear down
• Resource allocation/de-allocation
• Feedback information
• Alarms
• Control/management information

• Packet classification
• Traffic shaping/dropping, policing
• Buffering and scheduling
• Fragmentation (?)
• Transmission, flow-control

Figure 17 - Flamingo’s Protocol stack; the data link layer is called
optical layer in the optical networking terminology

The optical layer was refined into two sublayers in order to separate the communication
service, which will be provided by the link sublayer, from the specific transmission medium
aspects, which will be handled by the MAC sublayer.

The box named signaling in Figure 6 is meant only to indicate that all the information
other than user data will be transferred on a particular wavelength or other medium (out-
of-band signaling). There will not be a signaling layer. The main function of signaling in
the network will be the coordination (e.g. tuning) between end nodes and switches.
TCP/IP control and feedback information will be transmitted on the signaling channel too.
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